■Corporations will be issued Corporate Numbers (13-digit), and unlike My Numbers, Corporate Numbers
can be used freely by anyone
The Commissioner of the National Tax Agency issues 13-digit Corporate Numbers to (1) registered corporations,
(2) national agencies, (3) regional public organizations, and (4) other corporations and organizations.
The above-listed corporates will receive Corporate Numbers without having to take any special steps.
Corporate organizations other than the above that meet certain criteria may apply to the Commissioner of the
National Tax Agency for a Corporate Number.
One Corporate Number will be issued to one corporation, and different Corporate Numbers will not be given to
branch offices or factories, individual businesses and associations in the civil law.
Notification of Corporate Numbers will be sent, for registered corporations for example, to the registered head
office or the location of the main business office.
Please keep in mind that if you have moved the location of your office and have not reported the change, the
notification will be sent to the original address and may sent back to the sender, which means that you cannot
receive the notification.
The Commissioner of the National Tax Agency will publish via Internet (official site for Corporate Numbers on the
National Tax Agency website) (1) name, (2) address, and (3) Corporate Number of corporate bodies to which the
Corporate Numbers have been issued.
Different from My Numbers, there is no restriction on the use of Corporate Numbers, and anyone can obtain and
use the Numbers via the Internet.

■Corporate Numbers will be posted on the Internet to be downloaded
The official site for the Corporate Number on the National Tax Agency website has the following 4 characteristics.
(1) Corporate Numbers can be searched by number, name of company and location
(2) The 3 categories of corporate data can be downloaded for use on your PC
(3) Web-API function is provided
(4) The data corresponds not only to PCs but to other devices, such as tablets and smartphones
To be specific, searches can be conducted with ambiguous or refined parameters, and results can be rearranged
by alphabetical order or by prefecture.
Some of the data download functions include download of the most recent information on all corporate bodies
issued Corporate Numbers as of the end of the month, and download of the updated information of the day.
Data can be downloaded in CSV or XML format.
The Web-API function enables direct acquisition of corporate information from the systems of the relevant
corporation without the assistance of another person, and the website provides an interface for this function.

■Explanation of the objectives and merit of the Corporate Number System
Corporate Numbers enable efficiency in administration, improves the convenience of citizens (corporations),
realize a fairer and most just society, and create new values.
These merits of the Corporate Number System are expressed by “Wakaru, Tsunagaru, Hirogaru (Know, link and
expand)” Explanations of these terms follows:
“Wakaru (to know)” signifies that Corporate Numbers make it possible to obtain the name and location of a
company. Search of Corporate Numbers is possible by using the number as keyword to obtain the name and
address of the company in a very simple manner. It also makes it possible to obtain the newest name and address
information, which allows for more efficient registration and update of client information.
“Tsunagaru (to link)” signifies that corporations can be linked through Corporate Numbers. When corporate
information needs to be shared between businesses and administrative bodies, adding Corporate Numbers to the
client information managed with different codes by multiple departments, divisions and by group companies,
enables the putting together of all transaction information of different sections and group companies making name
gathering more efficient.
“Hirogaru (to expand)” signifies that services can be expanded using Corporate Numbers. With certain
presuppositions, if information is shared among administration agencies using Corporate Numbers, and
administration procedures such as notifications and applications can be conducted in a one-stop system, the
burden on the corporate bodies (companies) can be reduced. In the private sector, if a foundation to share
corporate information is established using Corporate Numbers, documents required for business transactions can
be reduced, which makes office work more efficient. It will also become possible to provide useful corporate
information to citizens.

■Explanation about effective use of the application of various accounting software using Web-API
First, you can utilize a Corporate Number as an input supporting function of the corporation information to perform
on a website or operation system.
For example, if you are doing hand inputs of all basic information of a corporation such as corporate name and
address. In this case, incorrect input and notation shake may invite problems when you utilize the information
acquired.
Utilizing Web-API or downloaded data, you can add a function to get by input of Corporate Number, automatically
supplement information comprising “name of the corporate” and “address of the main office” which are published
on the Corporate Number site. In this way, problems of false input and the shaking notation will be solved and get
promoted efficiency of the input work.
Second, using Corporate Numbers, you can do better management of the companies account receivable (sales
account book) including easy calculation of every business partner.
For example, at the present conditions, you do the management of the account receivable (sales account book)
upon outbreak of the business day by day.
If you manage the account receivable (sales account book) with Corporate Numbers, the calculation of business
partners becomes easy with Corporate Numbers as key. In addition, you can perform the calculation of every
business partner surely because the same Corporate Number covers the head office and branch offices.
Private software companies have developed tax practice accounting software equipped with such a function and
have already started service.

■ Explanation of writing Corporate Number to public information side by side
Background was the “Declaration to be the World’s Most Advance IT Nation” (cabinet decision on June 24, 2014)
and the “interim report” (May 20, 2014) of My Number Subcommittee. Since they showed the intention regarding
to add Corporate Numbers to the information about specific corporation when published in the internet by national
and regional public agencies. And they suggested starting on January 2016 when the Corporate Numbers are to
be used, and to carry out gradually, which is to become a principal from January 2018.
In this way, a search, collection and utilization using the Corporate Numbers will be easy, and usability of public
information will be enhanced.
Objects include government agencies, Independent administrative agencies, regional public agencies. Specific
information is about procurement, license and permission, discipline and recommendations, subsidies, recall
reports, and job offers.
As a method of the writing together, in the case of a list form, add a line to list a Corporation Number in the next
row of corporation names.
But, in case that it is not easy to insert a line to list the Corporate Number due to the limitation on the system, listed
in a column of corporation name.
In the case of writing sentence form, list a Corporation Number following the corporation name.
In this case, list it in the head of the Corporate Number with “Corporate Number” to secure visibility and bind the
whole with a parenthesis.
(Reference)
As an example of the writing together of the Corporate Number, the Corporate Numbers are come to be written
jointly in the ministry homepages.

